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1 lntrod uction 
In their seminal work, Atiyah and Bott [AB83] have shown that the curvature yields 
a momentum map for the action of the group of gauge transformations on the space 
of connections on a principal bundle over a closed surface. Thus, the moduli space of 
flat connections, and the related moduli space of central Yang-Mills connections, are 
realized as symplectic reduced spaces. This observation has inspired a lot of research 
to reformulate problems in differential geometry in the language of infinite-dimensional 
symplectic geometry. 
For example, Donaldson [Don03] observed that the scalar curvature produces a mo-
mentum mapふ forthe action of the group Diffμ,ex(M) of exact volume-preserving 
diffeomorphisms of a surface (M, μ) on the space Mμof al compatible Riemannian 
structures. Even though the symplectic quotient .Je-;;1(c)/Diffµ,e~(M) is related to the 
Riemann moduli space, they do not coincide because the latter 1s the quotient by the 
ful group D叫 (M)of al volume-preserving diffeornorphisrns. According to Donaldson 
[Don03, p. 181], the'difficulty is that there is no way to extend the moment[um map]ふ
to an equivariant rnoment[um] map for the ful action of Di馬(M)'.In this note, we will 
show that the action of Diffμ(M) admits a momentum map in a generalized sense. This 
result allows us to realize the Riemann moduli space as a symplectic orbit quotient. The 
main result is the following. 
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Main Theorem Let M be a closed surface endowed with a volume formμ. The space 
Mμ, of Riemannian metrics on M compatible withμis endowed with the symplectic form 
叫(hぃ加）＝ー ：い((g―1h1)(g―1μ) (g―1加））μ, (1.1) 
where g EMμ, and h1, h2 E T9Mμ,-The left action of Diffμ,(M) on Mμ, by push-forward 
preserves D and has a group-valued momentum map 
.J: Mμ →朗M,U(l)), g→ K9M, (1.2) 
where印(M,U(l)) is the Abelian group of gauge equivalence classes of circle bundles with 
connection over M and K9M is the canonical circle bundle. • 
We need to explain the terminology and notation of the theorem. 
1. A Riemannian metric g on M is compatible with the volume formμon M if the 
volume form induced by g coincides withμ. For such metrics, we have▽ μ= 0,
where▽ is the Levi-Civita connection defined by g. 
The space Mμof Riemannian metrics compatible withμis identified with the space 
of sections of the associated bundle LM XsL (SL(2皇）/ S0(2)), where LM denotes 
the SL(2, 艮）—frame bundle induced by the volume formμ. As such, Mμnaturally 
comes with the structure of an infinite-dimensional Frechet manifold. The space 
of g-trace-free symmetric covariant 2-tensors is the tangent space to Mμat g. In 
particular, in formula (1.1), h1 and h2 are trace-free symmetric covariant 2-tensors. 
2. Given a symmetric covariant 2-tensor h and a Riemannian metric g on M, the 
notation g-1h is the (1, 1)-tensor defined by (g―1h)(a,X) = h(g―1a, X) for a 1-
form a E 01(M) and a vector field XE王(M),where g―1 : 炉(M)→疋(M)is the 
isomorphism induced by the Riemannian metric. In coordinates, this amounts to the 
operation of raising the first index by the Riernannian metric g, i.e., (g―lh)ij = gikh切
with [g叫=[%]-1. 
Hence, in (1.1), the integrand is the trace of the product of three matrices, i.e., 
叫罰） (gーlμ)(g-1加） = (h迅凸（加）り．
3. Let I be the almost complex structure on M induced by the symplectic formμand 
the Riemannian metric g on M. The complex line bundle A i,o M of holomorphic forms 
is called the canonical line bundle. The formμis a non-vanishing section of AいM=
A 1,0M iz A o,1M and thus induces a Hermitian metric on A 1,0M. The associated 
Hermitian frame bundle K9M isa principal circle bundle, called the canonical circle 
bundle. The Levi-Civita connection of g naturally induces a connection in K9M. 
4. The set印(M,U(l)) of gauge equivalence classes of circle bundles with connection is 
an Abelian g四ouprelative to the following addition introduced in Kobayashi [Kob5見
Let P and P be two principal U(l)-bundles, form their fiber product P xM P, 
and identifyyoints which differ by the U(l)-action (p,p)• z: = (p• z,j5• z―1)1 for 
pE P, 月EP and z E U(l). This defines a new prmc1pal U(l)-bundle P + P == 
(P xM P)/ U(l), where the U(l)-action on P +Pis translation on the first factor. 
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This operation is associative and commutative. The trivial bundle is the identity 
element, i.e., P + (M x U(l)) is isomorphic to P. Given a principal bundle P, 
denote by -P the U(l)-bundle having the same underlying bundle structure as 
P but carrying the opposite U(l)-action p * z == p• z―1, where the right side is 
the given U(l)-action on P. Then P + (-P) is isomorphic to the trivial bundle. 
Connections A on P and A on P induce the connection pr;'A + pr;A on P XM P, 
where pr1: P XM P→ P and pr2: P x M P→ P are the projections on the two 
factors, which descends to a connection on P + f>, denoted by A+ A.The curvature 
of A+ A isthe sum of the corresponding curvatures. 
Moreover, 印(M,U(l)) is an Abelian Frechet Lie group with Lie algebra炉(M)/
暉 (M);see [BSSl 7, Appendix A]. 
5. The concept of a group-valued momentum map is inspired by the notion of a 
momentum map in Poisson geometry as introduced by Lu and Weinstein [Lu90; 
LW90] and will be discussed in detail below. 
The curvature of the canonical bundle K9M isgiven by -S9μ, where S9 denotes the 
scalar curvature of g. Hence, symplectic reduction at the subset curv―1 (μ) of al bundles 
with constant curvatureμyields the Riemann moduli space: 
;「―1(curv―1(μ))/Diffμ(M)= {g EMμ: S9 = -1}/Diffμ(M). (1.3) 
Note that, in contrast to classical symplectic reduction, we take the inverse image of a 
set and not just of a point. However, one can show that Di馬(M)acts (infinitesimally) 
transitively on curv―1(μ), so that the reduction is a symplectic orbit reduction [OR03, 
Section 6.3]. 
Instead of taking the quotient with respect to Diffμ(M), we can also restrict attention 
to the connected component of the identity Diffμ(M)0. The action of Diffμ(M)0 is free and 
its momentum map is given by the same formula (1.2). Thus, the symplectic quotient with 
respect to the Di恥(M)°-actionis a smooth manifold that coincides with the Teichmiiller 
space. Moreover, the expression (1.1) for the symplectic form on the space of Riemannian 
metrics implies that the reduced symplectic form is proportional to the Weil-Petersson 
symplectic form on the Teichmiiller space. 
Remark 1.1 In [DR], we consider the general setting given by a symplectic fiber bundle 
F→ M. Then the space of sections of F carries a natural symplectic structure induced 
by the fiber-symplectic structure on F and we determine the group-valued momentum for 
the action of the automorphism group of F. From this perspective, the Main Theorem 
is deduced as a special case of the theory developed in [DR]. The results of that paper 
also imply that the symplectic geometry of Mμand the momentum map J are largely 
determined by the finite-dimensional coadjoint orbit S1(2, 恥）/ S0(2). It follows that the 
Teichmiiller space has two close relatives corresponding to the hyperbolic and the parabolic 
coadjoint orbits of S1(2, JR); we refer to [DR] for details. ◇ 
Remark 1.2 Besides the scalar curvature as a geometric datum, the group-valued 
momentum map J contains topological information in the form of the Chern class of 
M. Such discrete topological data cannot be encoded in classical momentum maps. In 
particular, the momentum mapふ forthe action of the group Diffµ,~x(M) of exact 
volume-preserving diffeomorphisms does not contain topological informat10n. 
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On the other hand, it is a generic feature of group-valued momentum maps that they 
capture geometric as well as topological data. For example, in [DR] we show that the 
group-valued momentum map can recover the Liouville class of a Lagrangian embedding 
or the integral helicity of fluid configurations as additional topological information. • 
2 Group-valued momentum maps 
In order to handle the ful groups of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms, we introduce the 
concept of a group-valued momentum map. 
Our starting point is the notion of a momentum map in Poisson geometry as introduced 
by Lu and Weinstein [Lu90; LW90]. Let (G, 如） be a (finite-dimensional) Poisson Lie 
group with dual group G* and let (M, 如） be a (finite-dimensional) Poisson manifold. 
Recall that a left action of G on M is called a Poisson action if the action map G x M→ M 
is a Poisson map, where G x M isendowed with the product Poisson structure如 XWM・
A smooth map J: M→ G* is called a momentum map of this action if 
A*+如 (-,J*A1)=0 (2.1) 
holds for al A E g, where A* denotes the fundamental vector field on M induced by the 
infinitesimal action of A and A1 E 01(G*) is the left-invariant extension of A seen as a 
functional on g*. If the Poisson structure叶 isinduced by a symplectic form won M, 
then (2.1) is equivalent to 
A* _J w +〈A,f>J〉=0, (2.2) 
where bJ E 01(M,g*) is the left-logarithmic derivative of J defined by (&J)m(Xm) = 
J(m)-1. T叫 (Xm)-Note that this equation does no longer use the fact that G is a Poisson 
Lie group. Indeed, this identity stil makes sense if the momentum map is replaced by a 
smooth map J: M→ H with values in an arbitrary Lie group H, as long as there is a 
duality between the Lie algebras of G and H. This observation leads to our generalization 
of Lu's momentum map. 
A dual pair of Lie algebras (not necessarily finite-dimensional) consists of two Lie 
algebras g and ry, which are in duality through a given (weakly) non-degenerate bilinear 
map K,: g x ry→ 恥.Using notation stemming from functional analysis, we write the dual 
pair as K,(g, ry). Two Lie groups G and H are said to be dual to each other if there exists a 
non-degenerate bilinear form K,: g x ry→ 恥 relativeto which the associated Lie algebras 
are ind叫 ity.We use the notation叩(G,H) in this case. 
Definition 2.1 Let M be G-manifold endowed with a symplectic form w. A group-valued 
momentum map is a pair (J心）， where叩(G,H) is a dual pair of Lie groups and J: M→ H 
is a smooth map satisfying 
A* _J w + K,(A, fiJ) = 0 
for al A E g. 
???
We emphasize that the concept of a group-valued momentum map is a vast generaliza-
tion of many notions of momentum maps appearing in the literature including circle-valued, 
cylinder-valued, and Lie algebra-valued momentum maps. Most of the well-known results 
ab叫 theclassical momentum map (such as equivariance properties and the Bifurcation 
Lemma) generalize in a natural way to group-valued momentum maps; see [Die19; DR]. 
For our purposes, the following dual pair is of particular relevance. 
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Example 2.2 Let M be a compact manifold endowed with a volume formμ. The 
group G = Di恥(M)of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms is a Frechet Lie group with 
Lie algebra consisting ofμ-divergence-free vector fields X on M: 
g=ふ(M)'::::'{XE疋(M): d(X _Jμ) = O}. (2.4) 
dimM-1 Hence, 年(M)can be identified with the space凡 (M)of closed sub-top forms so 
that [J ==び(M)/d0°(M) is the regular dual with respect to the weakly non-degenerate 
integration paring 
t,(X, [al) == j (X _Ja)μ. 
M 
(2.5) 
We now observe that a 1-forrn a on M can be seen as a connection on the trivial principal 
circle bundle M x U(l)→ M. From this point of view, fJparametrizes gauge equivalence 
classes of connections on the trivial circle bundle. Thus, it is natural to think of it as the 
Lie algebra of the Abelian group H ==印(M,U(l)) of al principal circle bundles with 
connections, modulo gauge equivalence. This heuristic argument can be made rigorous 
using the theory of Cheeger-Simons differential characters [BB13]; see [DR]. Summarizing, 
we get a dual pair ,-,,(Diffμ(M), 印(M,U(l))) of Lie groups. In other words, a group-valued 
momentum map for an action of Di馬(M)takes values in印(M,U(l)). ◇ 
3 Proof of the Main theorem 
In the sequel, we will prove the Main Theorem by means of two lemmas, which compute 
the two terms in the momentum map relation (2.3). 
Lemma 3.1 In the setting of the Main Theorem, we have 
叫 x.g,h) = -JMxi(凡K▽J砂）μ,
??? ??
、
where X. g = -£xg denotes the fundamental vector field induced by the action of the 
divergence-free vector field X E況(M),evaluated at g EMμ, and h E TgMμis a trace-free 
symmetric covariant 2-tensor. 
Proof. Let▽ be the Levi-Civita connection associated to the metric g. Since g isparallel 
with respect to▽, we have 
（ふg)ij=▽，X□▽ jxi (3.2) 
k for every vector field X. Moreover, the tensorμ 砂.is symmetric in the indices i and 
j, because his trace-free and thus Hamiltonian with respect to the symplectic formμ. 
Hence, we obtain 
い((g―1(£xg))(g―1,t) (g―lh))μ= JM(▽ xj+▽凶）凸凡μ
=21位Xi)μikがiμ(3.3)
M 
= -2 J Xiμik▽]砂μ,
M 
where we integrated by parts and used▽ μ= 0. ロ
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Lemma 3.2 In the setting of the Main Theorem, the map 
J: 刈→肥M,U(l)), g→ K9M, 
has logarithmic derivative (叫： Tg刈→ 01(M)/ d0°(M) given by 
（紅）g(h)i =μik▽]砂 modd0°(M), 
where g EMμand h E T9Mμ-
(3.4) 
???
Proof. This follows from the general results of [DR]. To keep this paper self-contained, we 
give here a direct proof in our particular case under the additional assumption that the 
first singular homology group of M is trivial. 
We need to determine the derivative of the holonomy map of K9M with respect tog. 
For this, let I be a closed loop at m E M. As H1 (M, Z) is trivial, there exists a smooth 
contraction I;: [O, 1] x [O, 1]→ M of I to its base point m. Let Hol9 (1) be the holonomy 
of I relative to the connection on the canonical bundle K9M induced by the Levi-Civita 
connection of g. The Stokes theorem implies 
:J(g)(r) = Holg(r) = exp lro,1]x[o,1]ゞ (-Sgμ)三 exp(-h刃加）， (3.6) 
because the connection on K9M has curvature -S9μ. According to [MEF72, Lemma 2.4.1], 
the derivative of the map S: g→ S9 in the direction h isgiven by 
T9S(h) =△ (h';)十▽t▽]炉ー凡J炉． (3.7) 
As M is 2-dimensio叫， theRicci curvature似 ofg satisfies似＝空%• Thus, the last 
term in (3.7) is proportional to the trace of h. However, if h isa tangent vector at g to 
Mμ,, then its trace vanishes and we then get 
T9S(h) =▽況hり




for g EMμand h E T9Mμ-
Since H1(M皇） = 0, the exterior differential d: 炉(M)→炉(M)yields an isomorphism 
ofび(M)/d0°(M) with圃 (M)こ伊(M).It suffices to show that the 1-form ai = 
μik▽ 1hkz satisfies da =ー豆▽l炉μ,because then 
f,(tiJ)9(h) = (tiHol('Y))/h) = k da= J,a (3.10) 
and so (汀），(h)= a mod dr2°(M) as I was an arbitrary closed loop. For this, note that 
every vector field yk satisfies 
▽, (Y瓦）―▽j(Yk匹） = (d(Y _Jμ))ii= (如）i = (div Y)匹＝（▽k戸）μij. (3.11) 





and the claim follows. 仁l
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